WRS Compatibility, System 1 & 2 - previous generation
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WMU-1 Compatibility

- WFU-3
- WFU-1
- WZU-3 K2.52267.0
- WZU-1
- WRC-1

Communicates wirelessly with

- WMU-1*  WBU-2*  WFU-1*  WMU-2*  WBU-2*  WRC-1*

Updates

- Radio modules have to be changed for further information please contact Camera Service gzooih@arri.de

WMU-2 Compatibility

- WFU-3
- WFU-1
- WZU-3 K2.52267.0
- WZU-1
- WRC-1

Communicates wirelessly with

- WMU-1  WBU-2  WFU-1  WMU-2  WBU-2  WRC-1

Sample Configurations WMU-1

- WMU-1, WBU-2, WFU-1

Sample Configurations WMU-2

- WMU-2, WBU-2, WFU-1